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Conclusion
Abstract

Future database applications will require database technology advancing to deal
with large-scale distributed database systems (LDDBS) which have data distributed
over wide area network and involve many sites such as more than a thousand. The goal
of our research is to investigate the problems and their solutions for data replication in
these LDDBS. When thousands of sites involve in a distributed database system which
also spans over wide area network, data replication can improve accessing latency and
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availability very much but suffer badly from heavy message traffic for replica update.
Maintaining strict consistency among many copies by conventional update and commit
protocols is difficult. We plan to group physical and logical closely related sites together
as clusters to support insular consistency within and between clusters. Each cluster has
a primary copy for a data item, where the most up-ta-date value and the most out-ofdate value of the data are kept. Each cluster also has a coordinator site. Updates in a
transaction update the most up-ta-date value of the primary copies in the first phase
through coordinators of all clusters. In the second phase, each coordinator issues a
subtransaction to update other data copies on all sites within the cluster. The coordinator and primary sites can have backup sites to prevent failures. This two-view access
approach provides high performance and availability while maintaining insular consistency. We also discuss optimistic certification method in this paper. The performance
improvement is analyzed and compared.
J(eyworns:

Large-Scale distributed database system (LDDBS), Availability, Perfor-

mance, Broadcasting, Clusters, Primary copy, Consistency.
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Introduction
The distribution of centralized data to remote sites can improve the access performance,

availability, and reliability of database systems. Currently, distributed database systems
(DDBS) involve only small numbers of computers. In the future, however, some database
applications will not only require data to be distributed over wide area networks, but may
also lnvolve large numbers of sites, sometimes numbering in the thousands [SSU91]. When
number of sites grows, we call it site scale up. When distance between sites extends, we
call it geographical scale up. Usually, if a database system scales up in the site dimension,
it also scales up in the geographical dimension. In this paper, our examination of LDDBSs
(large-scale distributed database systems) specifically focuses on site scale-up, but it should
be understood that means geographical scale-up is also usually involved.

When a large number of sites is involved in a distributed database system, we cannot
assume that the probability of site failure is low. Communication delays also present a
serious problem. In such a situation, conventional algorithms are inadequate to maintain the
consistency of a large number of data copies. In this paper, we present alternative algorithms
2

which are capable of maintaining consistent transaction execution while providing high
availability and good performance.
Most conventional update and commit protocols developed for a small number of replicated data copies require the consensus of all participant sites before commit actions may
be initiated. When the number of sites is greatly increased, such approaches become impractical. Even a substantial relaxation in consistency may be difficult to maintain in such
a situation. Conventional protocols thus necessitate an unacceptable choice between consistency and performance. An ideal solution would instead offer both high performance
and appropriate consistency, and the mechanisms described in this paper provide such a
solution.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 1 provides a brief introduction to the approach
to be pursued. In Section 2, details of the proposed protocols are presented, while Section
3 presents a performance analysis and simulation results. Section 4 includes a conclusion
and suggestions for future work.

Theoretical Approach
When many sites and data replicas are involved in a distributed database system, communication delays and failures result in a significant downgrade in system performance and
availability. The bounded resources principle [BK87] described in Section 2.1 should be
implemented via a "divide and conquer" mechanism. All sites are grouped in clusters based
on logical and physical characteristics. Each data item has a primary site in a clusterj and
the data copy at this site is called the primary copy. Each cluster has a coordinator site
which coordinates the transaction consistency and propagates updates to all data replicas
within the cluster. We propose two approaches to updating and commitment, the main
ideas of which are described below, with details presented in the Section 2. Here, these
protocols will be illustrated with the simple ROWA (read-one write-all), 2PL (two-phase
locking), and 2PC (two-phase commit) protocols, hut they may he applied to more general
protocols as well.

3

1. Multi-view a.ccess protocol: For the sake of simplicity, this protocol will be introduced

in the form of a two-view access protocol. An update transaction is processed in two
phases. In the first phase, the transaction updates and commits only on the basic
update sites, including, at minimum, all primary sites. Since the new data docs not
overwrite old data at those sites, this results in the coexistence of two views in the
system. Each transaction can only see one of those views, and both have consistent
data. Each coordinator site is responsible for updating the old data copies at the
sites in its cluster by issuing a sub transaction. This approach is both efficient and
reliable. To improve system availability, a backup coordinator site is available for
instances when the coordinator site is down or disconnected. Primary sites can also
have corresponding backup sites.
2. Certifica.tion method: This method is similar to the multi-view access protocol but
an optimistic approach is taken to the updating of primary copies. Consistent access
is achieved by certifying consistency conditions, enforcing the completion of update
subtransactions, and restricting transaction commitment.
Performance and availability analyses and simulations of these approaches were conducted in a simple environment described in Section 3. The results of these investigations
indicate that these approaches not only provide consistent database access but also offer
high performance and availability.
Related Work
Significant research effort has been extended in the search for new algorithms to achleve
high performance and availability, and numerous mechanisms for replica distribution and
update have been proposed. Examples include primary copy [AD76, Sto79]' voting [Gif79],
dynamic voting [JM87, BGMS89], virtual partition [ASC85, AT89],

-IN algorithm [Mae85],

tree quorums [AA91], multidimensional voting [CAA91] algorithms, etc.. Data replication
with adaptability is described in [BHF92, He191]. A dynamic quorum method was presented
in [BB90, BrogO]. [GMW82] discussed three levels of consistency for read-only transactions.
[Wei87] described version and time-stamp protocols to avoid blocking of read-only transactions. [BRag] described a group view-based method to increase availability for read-only
4

transactions. [DGMS85] is the first paper which surveyed many algorithms and provided
guidelines on algorithm selection. The most recent book [HKHB95] gives very broad survey
of new algorithms and conducts analysis of them for data replication in different scenarios.
Currently, almost all commercial database products such as Oracle, Sybase, Informix,
Ingres, Rdb, etc. support data replication although each chooses different approach. Data
replication becomes a very important ingredient of a database system.
Andrew/Coda are file systems addressing site scale-up problem [SKK+90]_ Whole data
files are cached for performance in Andrew and Coda. When updates occur, removing

call~

out is the mechanism for decaching data and maintain data consistency. Andrew does not
support data replication. Coda has data replication for high availability. It takes optimistic
update and the number of replicated copies of data is not large. Ficus is another system
supporting site scale-up [GPHP90J. [SZ92] described a simulation work about file system
site scale-up with clusters using non-transactional consistency. With WANCE tool [ZB93]'
data replication for distributed database systems geographically scaling up on WAN has
been studied in [ZB94].
The common approach for site scalable replication is using relaxed consistency.

In

[DGH+S8], three methods to propagate update were described: direct ma1-1, rumor mongery,
and anti-entropy. These algorithms were developed for the prototype system Grapevine
[BLNS82] its commercial version Clearhouse [ODSI]. Golding and Long also investigated
an eventual consistent protocol for update of large number of replica [GL91, Go193J. In
[ODDA93], topology of network was considered in data replication and update.
In comparison with these methods, the approach presented here provides a user-defined
level of transaction execution consistency while also achieving high performance and availability_ The architecture and algorithms underlying this approach have been designed for
adaptability and flexibility, allowing the selection of appropriate mechanisms to meet different consistency and performance goals. Users can browse through large quantities of data
via rapidly· executed transactions with looser consistency and then query specific data with
strictly consistent transactions. The benefits of this method can be illustrated through a
5

stock information database. Users can rapidly browse through many stocks to make a preliminary purchase selection. Before actually placing a purchase order, the user can then obtain the latest stock value via a strictly consistent transaction. Currently, most approaches
which were developed either for conventional environments [BLN81, SZ92, SKK+90] or for
new application environments such as mobile computing [PB94] maintain a high degree of
consistency only within a cluster but relax consistency between clusters. In contrast, our
approaches require that at least one site in each cluster hold the most up-to-date value. This
stipulation permits a high degree of consistency while sacrificing little in the way of perfor"
mance. The primary data copies provide a strictly consistent view, while the data on other
local sites provide potentially somewhat stale but consistent views to read-only transactions.
Thus, the system produces executions with insular consistency and high performance.

2

Access Strategies for Massively Replicated Data
We assume that data are massively replicated in a distributed database system scaled in

number of sites. The purpose of data replication is to improve transaction response time,
throughput, and system availability in case of failure. In this section, we first describe the
logical architecture of systems of such kind. Then we present two update protocols.

2.1

System Architecture

A flat communication and update architecture is poorly suited to a distributed database

which incorporates a large number of sites. An important guideline to be observed for system
site scale-up is the Bounded Resources Principle [BK87]: "the service demand from any
component of the system should be bounded by a constant. This constant is independent
of the number of nodes in the system". The hierarchical cluster architecture implements
the spirit of this principle through a "divide and conquer" approach.
Definition 1 A cluster C = {SI p(S)

< l} is a set oj sites S which have a physical or

logical property p within limit l.
All physically or logically related sites are grouped together into a cluster. For example,
sites on a campus can be grouped to a cluster. Sites belong to the same organization can
6

be grouped into a cluster although they are geographically spreaded. When conflicts occur
between the physical and logical criterias, the resolution should be specified by users. Each
cluster has a primary site for each data item, and different data items may have different
primary sites within a cluster. We use Pj(x) to denote the primary site of data item x in
cluster Ci. Each cluster Ci has a coordinator site Dj for remote update propagation. To
increase system availability in case offailure, there can also be a backup primary site

Pte x)

for Pj(x) and backup coordinator D~ for Di. Figure 1 shows an example of this architecture.
Further discussion of the criteria for grouping sites is beyond the focus of this research.
At this point, we hold only that a cluster should follows the following two rules:
Rule 1 FOI' efficient message delivery, physically close sites are grouped together.
Rule 2 For access efficiency and high data locality, logically close sites are grouped together.
When a cluster exceeds the capability of a system, it is split into multiple clusters. This
system capability depends on applications and user requlrements. The coordinator site of
a new cluster will be represented in the older cluster by an ordinary site. Therefore, in the
older cluster, a site may be a proxy of a cluster. Figure 2 presents an example of multiplelevel cluster organization. Figure 5, which appears in the Section 2.2.1, provides the details
of this example.
The selection of appropriate coordinator and primary sites may be made on a number of
bases. The hints discussed below are not necessary all be followed. A cluster coordinator
should ideally be a gateway site, thus reducing communication costs by consolidating the
database access and communication control sites. The primary site of a data item should be
the site with the most frequent access to the data. Both the coordinator and primary sites
should be located on reliable and fast computers. The same rules also apply to the selection
of backup primary sites. A backup coordinator or backup primary sites should ideally be
located on a different subnet than its primary site to reduce the impact of network failures.
While a backup site is used, a primary site or a coordinator site can be changed to a better
choice.
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Figure 1: Hierarchical logical architecture with clusters

2.2

Two-View Access Protocols

We shall present the two-view access protocols in two steps. First, we will introduce a

basic framework with a single coordinator site and one primary site for a data item in each
cluster. In the second step, tills is expanded to include backup coordinator sites and backup
primary sites to increase system availability in the event of commu..nication or site failures.
2.2.1

Basic Two-View Access Protocol

In this section, we assume the absence of site and communication failures and do not
include backup coordinator site and backup primary sites within the cluster.
Since a cluster can be a member of its parent cluster, the least cluster C of a member S is
the cluster of which S is a direct member, i.e. there is no cluster C 1 such that SEC' C C.
The home cluster II(t) of a transaction t is the least cluster of the site at which t arrives.
Definition 2 The set of basic update sites Ux of an update w[x] consists of sites at which

the data copies of x participate in the update immediately, during the first update phase.
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The Algorithm
Bellow, we present the two-view access protocol in its simplest form with 2PL, 2PC, and
ROWA mechanisms and an assumption of no failures. Trivial errors will not be checked.
At the end of this section, several alternative cases will be discussed and many details
clarified. In the presentation of the algorithms below, we assume that the basic update sites
are all primary sites. We assume also that master servers interact with users and accept
transactions on behalf of the system; that slave servers access data directly for master server
requests; and that coordinator servers propagate updates to secondary copies.
Algorithm 1 : This algorithm is to be run by the master database server on all sites.
begin
if transadion T arrives at this site, for all its operation op[x]
do
if op is read, then
if consistency requirement is no consistency, then
send op[x] with no consistency requirement to the nearest slave;
else
if Global-flag is true then
send op[xJ lo the slave of the nearest primary site of x with Global...flag;
else if GlobaLllag is not true then
if x is on a site in the home cluster
send op[x] to the nearest slavej
else if x is only on sites in other dusters then
set Global..flag to true;
send all re-read operations for data already read to slaves of
the nearest primary sites with Global..flag;

'nd
'nd

9

'nd
'nd
if op is update, then
if GlobalJlag is not true then

set GlobaLflag to true;
re-read all previous input data by new value
from their primary sites;
'nd
update all date copy of :z: on the basic updates sites
by sending primary update message to the coordinators;

'nd
if op is start then
start keep track of the operations of transaction T;
if consistency requirement is strict consistency then
set GlobalJIag to true;
else
set GlobalJIag to false;
'nd
'nd
if op is abort then
abort T and let slaves know through coordinators;
'nd
if op is commit then
2 phase commit T together with slaves through coordinators;
'nd
'nd
if anything above is abnormal, abort the transaction;
,nd
Algorithm 2 : This algorithm is to be run by the slave database server on all sites.
begin
for all operation op[x] of a transadion T , do
if op is read, then
if Global..flag is not true and no special consistency requirement, then
lock and read the old value of x;
'nd
if consistency requirement is strict, or GlobalJlag is true then
lock and read the new value of z from its primary cOPYi
'nd
if consistency requirement is no consistency, then
read a value of x;
'nd
'nd
if op is update, then
if this is the primary site of x then
if the update is primary update then
lock and update the new value of x;
increase the higher water mark of x
else
lock and update the old value of x;
increase the lower water mark of :l:

10

if both water marks of x are same, discard the new value of:c
end
else
lock and update x;
,nd
,nd
if op 1s start then
start keep track of the operations of a transaction T;
set GlobalJlag to false;
,nd
if op is abort then
abort T and let the master know;
clear all locks and flags for T.
,nd
if op is commit then
2 phase commit T together with the master;
clear all locks and flags for T.
,nd

,nd
,nd
Algorithm 3 : This algorithm is to be run by coordinator server of each cluster.
begin
for all operation op(x) of a transaction T, do
if op is read then
if consistency requirement is no consistency then
forward op(x) to the slave on a site of z with no consistency request;
else
forward apex) to the slave of the primary site of x with strict request;
,nd
,nd
if op is write then
forward op(z) to the primary site of x with primary update requestj
include op(x) in the update subtransaction;
,nd
if op is start then
start keep track of the operations of a transaction T;
end
if op is abort then
forward op to related primary sites
clear the update suhtransaction of T
end
if op is commit then
forward op to related primary sites
issue and coordinate the update suhtransaction of T in the cluster
end
end
,nd

11

Examples

Consider a transaction

arriving at site A 2 in the cluster Gl in Figure 3. The first phase of the write operation wdx]
has write actions for all copies on the basic update sites. Here, the basic update sites are
specified as all sites in the home cluster and all the remote primary sites. In Figure 3, the
set of basic update sites for Wl[X] is {A lo A 2l B 1l G l }. If one of the physical actions on any
basic update site fails, the write operation w[x] fails and the transaction aborts. However,
the transaction need not walt for the completion of the update of all copies of the data item
on all sites over all clusters, such as Xo on site B 3. The transaction commits only for the
data copies on the basic update sites. Primary sites do not overwrite their old copies of x.
A new copy of x on each primary site holds the new value of

Xl_

As shown in Figure 3,

primary sites have (xo, xt), where Xo is the old value and Xl is the new value. In the second
phase, each remote coordinator site issues a subtransaction to update the data replica and
commit among all sites in the cluster. When this subtransaction finishes, if the watermark
for the old copy

Xo

reaches the watermark of the new copy

Xl,

the primary sites can replace

the old values with the new values and the storage of these new data copies can be released.
In this example, we include all sites of the home cluster as basic update sites to demon-

strate that the basic update sites can include more than the primary sites. In most cases, the
basic update sites include only the primary sites, and this leads to the highest performance.
The sites of the home cluster are included in the set of the basic update sites when strict
consistency in the home cluster is required by users. Users can specify the policy for the
selection of basic update sites. If the home cluster is included among the basic update sites,
those local update subtransactions which may not have committed in that cluster must be
forced to complete before the global update transaction can start. This overhead involved
in this procedure can have a severe effect on system performance if it arises frequently. In
a system with intensive reads and rare updates, it is of little concern.

12
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home cluster
Figure 3: Two-view cluster upda.te
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Usually, only the view ofthe old data is visible to read-only transactions which only read
data stored on sites within a cluster. These transactions see a consistent view. When a
transaction cannot find a data item on any site in the home cluster and must search in
another cluster, it must read new copies of the data from primary sites in both the home
and remote clusters. If some data has already been read from non-primary sites or from
old copies on the primary sites, they must be re-read to obtain the new value. In this case,
the transaction sees the view of the new data, which is also a consistent view. In Figure 3,
the transaction

T, = {r,[x]r,[yJ)
arriving at site C z cannot find y in the home cluster and thus must read
site C 1 and

Y1

Xl

from primary

from remote primary site A 3 • If most read-only transactions can usually find

data locally or within their home clusters, our two-view access approach is very efficient.
Transactions accessing the view of the old data can only read but not update data based
on the old value. If update operations are involved, new values must be re-read from primary
sites. Otherwise, data consistency may be violated. In Figure 3, the transaction

T3 = {r3[x]w3[X]W,[yJ)
arriving at the site B 3 is not a read-only transaction. It should read

Xl

from the primary

site B 1 and update x and y based on the most current value.
Correctness
The correctness of transaction executions in database systems should satisfy the isolation
property. Usually, isolation is equivalent to the serializability of the transaction execution
history [GR93]. In many applications, however, strict serializability is too strong. GarciaMolina and Wiederhold discussed access consistency for read-only transactions [GMW82].
Such consistency is called insular consistency or weak consistency. Since weak consistency
is also used to refer to relaxed consistency [GoI93], the term insular consistency will be used
here to avoid confusion.
Definition 3 A read-only transaction Q E history H exhibits

14

1. Strong consistency: if HE lSR.
2. Insular consistency: if the update transactions T I , T 2 • ••• , Tn in the execution

history II are serializable; i.e. 1l"{T1 ,T2 , ••• ,Tn.}(II) E lSR, and any sub-history
formed by a read-only transaction Q; together with all update transactions
are serializable; i.e. there is no direct conflict to cause Q -< T 1

-< T 2 -< ... -<

Tn -< Q.
3. Relaxed or loose consistency: if Q may see some limited inconsistent state

of the database.
4. Requirement R consistency: if Q reads data satisfying consistency require-

ment R.
5. No consistency: if Q can read any data at any time.
According to the definitions above, we can obtain
Strong consistency C Insular consistency C Relaxed consistency C No consistency.

The two-view access protocol supports insular consistency. All updates enforce strong
consistency on primary copies in the first update phase. In the second phase, the update
sub transactions are serialized locally within cluster along with other local transactions.
However, strong consistency is not guaranteed at the global level.
Example 1: In the configuration shown in Figure 4, transaction T 1 : rdx]wl[X] arrived
at cluster 1; T2 : r2[y]w2[Y] arrived at cluster 2; Ts: ra[x]ra[Y] arrived at cluster 1;
and T'1 : r<j[x]r<j[Y] arrived at cluster 2. T1 updated x on all its primary sites, and
the subtransaction of T I in cluster 1 has commited update of local copies of X, but the
subtransaction in cluster 2 has not commited yet before T<j commited. Meanwhile, T2
updated Y on all its primary sites, and the sub transaction ofT2 in cluster 2 has commited
update of local copies of Y, but the subtransaction in cluster 1 has not commited yet
before Ta commited. Then, in clusters 1 and 2, we have the execution history EI, E 2 :

E1

rl [.:r:O]Wl [.:r: dCl r3[.:r: 1]T3[YO]CSW2 [YI]C2

E2

r2 [YO]W2[Yl]C2r<j[Xo]r,dydc<jWl [XI]cl.

This execution is not globally serializable, since we have serialized the order T I
T 2 on cluster 1 and T 2

-< T<j -<

-< Ts -<

T I on cluster 2. However the database was changed
I
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from consistent state to consistent state, and both read transactions T3 and T4 see a
consistent database view. According to the definitions above, El and E2 exhibit insular
consistency.

---

~~

home cluster

Figure 4: An example of non-strongly consistent access

In the two-view access algorithms, users can specify that a read-only transaction observe

either strong consistency or no consistency. The system then schedules and submits the
operations to the appropriate sites according to the specified requirements.
Let

n

be consistency requirements for read-only transactions over {strong consistency,

insular consistency, relaxed consistency, and no consistency}.
Definition 4 An

n requirement flexible algorithm is a consistency control algorithm that

can produce an R consistency read-only transaction if R E n is required by a user.
Lemma 1 The two-view access protocol can produce a serializable history if this is required

by a user.

16

Proof. All update transactions T are performed in the first phase on the basic update sites.
These transactions read all data from primary sites and update data on these sites following
the 2PL protocol. According to the correctness of 2PL [BHG87], the update transactions are
serializable. In the two-view access algorithms, when a user requires strong consistency, all
queries can read data from primary sites only and the read operation requires that data be
locked following 2PL. In this manner, the execution of these queries and update transactions
is coordinated by 2PL. The correctness of 2PL implies the correctness of Algorithms 1, 2,
and 3, thus generating a serializable execution history. 0

Lemma 2 The two-view access protocol can produce an insular consistent execution by

default.
Proof. Following the reasoning presented in the proof of Lemma 1, all update transactions

T can be serialized as T 1

-< T 2 -< ... -< Tn. If any query Q accesses any data not available in

the home cluster, then the algorithms stipulate that Q should access only data on primary
sites with strong consistency. Hence, Q is lnsular consistent. If all data accessed by Q are
available in the home cluster Gi, Q sees the local view of these data. Since the local view
is updated by update subtransactions of T, and within the cluster these transactions are
serializable, there are no conflicts to cause Q

-< T{ -< T4 -< .. , -<

T~

-< Q. Since Q accesses

only the local view of the data and access no data in other clusters, there are no direct
conflicts causing Q

-< T 1 -< T 2 -< .•. -< Tn -< Q globally. Therefore, the two-view access

protocol can produce an insular consistent execution. 0

Theorem 1 Let'R = {strong consistency, insular consistency, and no consistency}. The

two-view access protocol produces 'R requirement flexible algorithms.
Proof.

By Lemmas 1 and 2, when users require a strongly consistent or insular con-

sistent query, Algorithms 1 and 2 can generate appropriate executions. If the query is
required to have no consistency, it receives the data available at the moment, regardless of
its consistency. Since the update transactions still are serializable, the database maintains a
consistent state. Therefore, for any requirement R E 'R, Algorithms 1, 2, and 3 can generate
an execution satisfying R. 0

17

In this theorem, relaxed consistency can also be included in

n

with an extension of

Algorithms 1, 2, and 3. Since users should specify the exact degree of relaxation to which
the two-view access protocol will then adjust, the exact details of thls situation vary caseby-case. Nonetheless, the basic principles discussed above will still hold.
Algorithms 1,2, and 3, as well as Theorem 1, provide only a simple solution suitable for
straightforwaTd cases. This example has been used as a vehicle to introduce the fundamental
concept of splitting views within a system. In the ensuing section, extensions of this solution

to various situations will be discussed.
Discussion
In the algorithms presented above, 2PL, 2PC, and ROWA were used to simplify our

presentation. To take into account other system factors, these algorithms can be extended
on the basis of the two-view access mechanism. Some issues that arise in this implementation
will be discussed below.
1. Other concurrency control methods, such as time stamps, can replace 2PL in the algorithms presented above. Obviously, any distributed concurrency control algorithm
which can correctly maintain data access consistency can be used for accessing primary copies or local data copies. The ROWA protocol can also be replaced by other
protocols such as quorum consensus, missing-writing, or virtual partition protocols.
Selection of the appropriate algorithms depends entirely on the characteristics of the
applications in question and on implementation concerns.
2. Relaxed consistency can be produced by using relaxed update mechanisms for concurrency control among the primary copies or non-primary copies within clusters. Theorem 1 can thus be extended to include relaxed consistency in

n, and the multi-view

access protocol can support various levels of required consistency. Relaxed updating
can be used in various ways to relax the database consistency states. The global relaxation boundary is the accumulation of those relaxation boundaries at all levels in
the multi-view architecture.
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3. Garcia-Molina and Wiederhold [GMW82] have defined i-vintage as indicating that
the data read by a query must only reflect the results of all update transactions
committed in the distributed system before time t, while i-bound means that the data
read by a query must at least reflect all update transactions commltted before time t.
To satisfy the i-vintage requirement, copies of all data versions must be maintained
in the system. Since the two-view and multi-view access protocols do not maintain

all data versions between the old and the new data copy, these protocols must be
extended to support data versions for the t-vintage requirement.
The multi-view access protocol can, however, support the i-bound requirement. If the
view of the old data values cannot meet the requirement, the new values found at the
primary sites can always provide the latest data.
4. By scanning a transaction before it is submltted for execution, the transaction manager can determine whether it will access global data or will update data, thus indicating whether or not the transaction is global. In most cases, this procedure is feasible
and can reduce re-read overhead. However, since control flow often depends on data
values, such a static analysis may not be precise, and the resulting conservative estimation may lead to overreactions. For some referential data of the sort found in
object-oriented databases, the proxy object may appear local, but the actual object is
remote. Only at run time, when an object-fault may arise, can the system determine
whether the data is remote and thus whether the transaction is global.
5. Each view in the multi-view access protocol can have its own mechanism for recovery
from failures. Each view is independent, so the failures and recoveries involved in
other views have no systemlc effect. In the next section, the functioning of backup
sites for the coordinator and primary sites will be discussed in detail.
6. The multi-view access protocol readily supports adaptability. Each independent view
can be maintained by its own independent protocol, and adaptations to other mechanisms will be transparent to all other views.
7. The basic update sites can include more than simply the primary sites. In many cases,
the home site or cluster may require strict consistency, and these site(s) should then
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be included among the basic update sites. This expansion of basic sites will reduce
system efficiency when updates are performed. When the system is organized into
clusters on multiple levels, secondary, tertiary, and higher levels of sites for a data
item can also be defined. Data updates can then be propagated level-by-level.
8. The multi-view access protocol is also applicable to federated heterogeneous distributed databases. Federated database systems are characterized by the autonomy
of each component database. Any local database can unilaterally update local data.
By regarding the primary site for any data item as its local sites, such systems can
be viewed as a special case of the multi-view architecture. The algorithms discussed
here then provide efficient and correct executions. In these systems, the primary sites
retain views of both the old and new values. Propagated update transactions update
the copies on remote sites and the old-value copy at the primary site. Local transactions access only the new-value view, while global read-only transactions read the old
view, thus inverting the two-view access algorithm. This approach offers much higher
availability than the two-phase certification method proposed in Jing et al. [JDEB94].
9. The multi-view access protocol can be used in large-scale me systems with almost not
change. It is also applicable in data warehousing environment [IK93]. In [ZGMHW95],
Zhuge et aL described several anomalies of view maintenance in such configuration
caused by unserialized changes of source operation databases and materialized views
in data warehouse. These anomalies can be avoided if each source database keeps separate data copies for the purpose of updates in the warehouse views. IT the warehouse
view update protocol requires that the source databases only discard the changed
data items after the data warehouse obtains the change, all transactions related to
the databases and the data warehouse are serializable. Hence, the consistency can be
maintained.
10. Message broadcasting and group communication have been used as communication
mechanisms in cluster architectures to produce highly efficient and reliable transmission of messages to multiple sites [Bir85, vRHB94, vRBG+95, Go193, BR89]. As
pointed out by Obraczka et al.

[ODDA93], network multicasting is often poorly
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suited to massively replicated databases. Communication-level message flooding is
less efficient than application-level flooding. The multi-view access protocol avoids
the difficulties of synchronized message flooding at the application level.
ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) supports the early binding of routing. The use
of fixed coordinator sites is thus well suited to the connection-oriented data communication on ATM. The multi-view access approach is particularly compatible with the
next-generation ATM networks.
11. The multi-view access protocol can be extended for use with object-oriented database
systems. The situation described in point 4 of this section is applicable to the behavior
of some referential data.
12. The multi-view access approach differs from the multi-version approach [BG83, BHG87,
Wei87]. In the latter, multi-versions of data are constantly maintained, while the newvalue copies in the multi-view protocol exist temporarily. Multiple data versions are
kept for the use of late reads and to satisfy the requirements of t- vintage access. In
the multi-view approach, a primary copy of the most up· to-date value permits the
splitting of the data views and supports delayed updates. When all delayed update
subtransactions are complete, the new-value copy is discarded. The original copy is
accessed more frequently and has a well constructed index. Semantically, the primary
data copy assumes a different role and is differently implemented in the multi-view
access algorithms and in the multiple-version approach. In the former, the system
allocates newly-created space to the new-value copies which is independent from the
original copy. In contrast, in the multi-version approach, the system usually groups
different data versions together in the same storage structure.
13. A shadow paging mechanism has been used to facilitate system recovery [Lor77] and
atomic commitment [PWC+81]. A shadow paging table saves an old database page
table in a state unaltered by any executing transaction. Current values are placed
in new database pages. The shadow paging table is then discarded when the transaction commits. This shadow copy is only consulted when the system must recover
from failures. A similar implementation mechanism can be used in conjunction with
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the multi-view access protocol. In this case, the concept can be better implemented
by allocating newly-created space to the new data value resulting from a global update operation. The update subtransaction will then update within the space of the
database, and the space allocated to the new data value will be discarded. This approach is preferable, since the database may already have an index, and reusing its
space may also reuse the index. In an object-oriented database, dangling pointers can
be avoided by reusing old space.
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Figure 5: Multi-level hierarchy

14. One major advantage of the multi-view access protocol is the compatibility of the
hierarchical site-cluster architecture and the hierarchical data-replica architecture.
Primary data copies are kept on the highest level of the cluster tree, with secondary
data copies on the next level, tertiary copies on a lower level, and so on. An update
transaction propagates a change to data copies level-by-Ievel. On each level, there
is a consistent view within clusters and between direct sibling clusters, so read-only
transactions always see a consistent view. More strictly consistent data can always
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be obtalned from a higher level.
Furthermore, this multi-level duster architecture permits multiple modes of selecting
basic update sites and creating an update data-replica hierarchy. For example, the
basic update site can be defined as all sites of the least home duster and aJi sibling
primary sites on the highest level. Figure 5 provides an example with dusters at
multiple levels, an extension of the logical structure shown in Figure 2. In this case,
the basic update sites indude all sites of duster C 1l2 , primary sites of C I , all primary
sites of C 2 ,

... ,

and Cn' Note that the coordinator site of a duster and the primary

site of a data item in the duster may be different.
We can also designate the basic update sites as the i-nary site of the home duster if the
home duster is at the ith level, all i - j-nary sites of its ancestors where j = 1, ..., i-I,
and the i - j·nary sites of the direct siblings of these i - j-nary ancestors. In Figure
5, the basic update sites are the tertiary sites of C 1l2 and C lll , the secondary sites of
G n and C 12 ' the primary sites of C I , C 2 , .•• , and Cn' Some primary, secondary, and
tertiary sites, such as those of C nl , C ll , and GI , are the same, but the data copies
on the site may be different.
The home cluster can also be defined as the largest, the smallest, or an intermediate
duster at which a transaction arrives.
2.2.2

Two-view Access Protocol with Backup Primary Sites

Network partitioning or site failures can remove both primary and coordinator sites from
service. To increase system availability, backup sites are employed to ensure that systems
continue operating even in these instances. When a primary or coordinator site is unreachable, it is replaced by the corresponding backup site. To ensure update consistency, the
original primary sites must always outnumber the backup primary sites in the basic update
site set. Without this restriction, two sets of basic update sites might not intersect, resulting
in inconsistency.
Example: Figure 6 illustrate this potential for inconsistencies. Two transactions arriving
from different clusters attempt to update a data item x. T 1 = w(.:z:) bas basic update
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sites A z , B I , and GI , while T 2 == w(x) has basic update sites AI, B 2, and G z . These two
sets of basic update sites consist of primary and backup primary sites, between which
there is no overlap. When the system recovers, if the two updates are not commutable,
database inconsistency may occur.
By requiring a majority of original primary sites in the set of basic update sites, operational conflicts can be detected on the common sites, and the database consistency controller
can schedule the appropriate actions to maintain consistency. More generally, we can assign
a vote to each of the primary sites and require a quorum for any update operation.
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Figure 6: Update partition inconsistency arising from backup primary sites

Before a backup pTlmary site takes its place as a new pTlmary site, it must engage in
certain preparatory actions, Uncommitted update sub transactions must be retrieved from
the coordinator site, a primary data copy created and the last update enforced on the
primary copy. Since a majority of original primary sites is always required for an update,
no inconsistencies can arise in the update subtransaction sequences at the coordinator site
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and its backup. Therefore, the actions of a backup primary or coordinator site will be
indistinguishable from those of the site it is replacing.
Theorem 2 The two-view access protocol with backup sites produces an insularly consistent

execution if every update has a quorum of on"ginal primary sites.
Proof.

'r/ logical data item x in database V, the 2PL concurrency control in the first

update phase maintains the consistency of all data copies of x on the basic update sites.
These copies of x form an equivalence class

{Xil,Xi2, ...Xill,}.

We ensure that a majority

of the original. primary sites must be present in each set of basic update sites by requiring
every update to have a quorum. Therefore, there are always intersections between two sets
of basic update sites. The common copies of x and the transitivity of the equivalence class
imply that all the primary copies of x have the same value. During system recovery, either
the primary or backup site in a cluster has the new value of x. On the other hand, a delayed
update subtransaction requires that the copies in the cluster be consistently updated. In
either case, the local view is always in a consistent state. Hence, the database is always in
a consistent state, and read-only transactions can see only consistent states. 0
2.3

Certification Access Protocol

In the two-view access approach, two values for a given data item might be found on

primary sites. In the certification approach, only a single, primary data copy exists on each
primary site, to which transactions have restricted access. This optimistic algorithm is an
extension of that proposed by Jing et al. [JDEB94] in the multidatabase contextj here a
single primary copy is scaled up to multi-clusters with multi-primary copies. With this
approach , users might see less stale data copies than with the two-view access protocol,
but there is an offsetting decline in performance. The complexity of the certification access
protocol also hampers its flexibility and adaptability, especially in the context of a multilevel cluster-hierarchy architecture.
In the trivial case, if each cluster has only one common primary site for all data items and

all data have the same distribution, transactions obtain data either locally or form other
clusters. In this situation, data on each site are always in a consistent state. When a data
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Hem from another cluster is used, the transaction should re-read all new data values from
the primary site, and only this vieW of new data is seen by the transaction.
In contrast, if data items have different distributions and may reside at different primary

sites, then transaction read and write operations are performed optimistically_ A transaction
must check for possible conflicts while still in the prepare-to-commit state. The following
example illustrates a situation unique to an LDDBS with cluster-hierarchy architecture.
This scenario could not arise in federated heterogeneous databases such as those discussed
in [JDEB94].
Example: In Figure 7, transaction T 1 updates x and y from cluster 1. 'Transaction T 2 =

r[z]r[x]r[y] arrives at site B in cluster 2. T 2 finds z locally and obtains Xo from site A
and Yl from site C. Since Xo is old on site A and Yl is new on site C, the execution
history is equivalent to

Hence, cycle T 1 -< T2

-< T 1 occurs.

Certification detects this problem and either aborts T 2 for later re-execution or enforces
update of T 1 at all sites in cluster 2. Transaction orders stored at each coordinator site
certify the presence of con.llicting actions. This certification is conducted in prepare-tocommit phase. When a local transaction accesses data from a primary site, its transaction
history is sent to the coordinator site. The coordinator checks for conflicts between this
history and the update order on the primary sites. In the example above, site C finds from
the history that T 2 accesses

Xo,

and, if it proceeds to access Yl, an incompatible order will

result.
The two conditions checked in the certification process are as follows:

Condition 1 The serialization order of update transactions on primar1J copies is consistent

with the order of the subtransactions of those update transactions on all copies in each
clusteri i,e., for any cluster C:
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for any update transactions T 1 and T 2 •
Condition 2 The serialization order of transactions in each cluster is consistent with the

order of the subtransactions of the update transactions; i.e., in a cluster C:

for any update transaction T and local read-only transaction

TF.

Theorem 3 The certification access protocol guarantees consistent data access.
Proof.

For all transactions, if there is no update, then no inconsistencies can arise. If

read-only transactions avoid primary sites, they access only data which have resulted from
consistent local transactions. IT a read-only transaction accesses any primary data copy, the
related transaction order is verified at the coordinator sHe. Conditions 1 and 2 ensure that
these transactions are serializable. Hence, database consistency is guaranteed. 0
As with the two-view access protocol, backup coordinators and backup primary sites can
be employed to increase system availability. The rationale for this feature is similar to that
provided in the previous section and thus will not be repeated here. The certification access
protocol can also be extended to the multi-level cluster architecture. Since the multi-views
of the certification method are not dearly split as those in the multi-view access protocol,
reductions occur in performance, flexibility, simplicity, extensibility, and adaptability.

3

Performance Evaluation
From the description of the protocols provided above, it is intuitively clear that the two-

view access algorithms are both efficient and offer high availability since update operations
only commit on a small set of sites in the first phase and read operations perform on local
or nearby sHes. However, in some cases, complications do arise:
• For transactions involving updates for which old-values have already been read, additional overhead must be incurred when new values of the primary copies are re-read.
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• When a transaction must obtain a data item from a cluster other than the home
cluster l new values of primary copies should be re-read for those already read. The
need to fe-read data will be minimal if most data to be read are within the home
cluster.
• Transactions which access primary data copies participate in global datab<Uie consistency control. This may lead to the blocking of other global transactions or to
aborts.
• The maintenance of separate primary copies on primary sites is an additional overhead.
The certification approach shares most of the advantages offered by the two-view access
protocol. While the need to maintain a separate primary copy at a primary site is avoided,
the protocol must check transaction orders before commitment. IT an update arrives before
previous updates have reached all sites in a cluster, perations need not be blocked and updates can be performed as usual on the primary sites. Transaction orders are kept and are
used for later certification at the time of commitment. Saving these update orders, transmiting execution histories, and certifying a transaction for commitment result in increased
overhead.
In this section, the performance of the two-view and certification access protocols is first

analyzed mathematically, and simulation results are then presented. As in the previous
sections, the results presented assume the use of ROWA, 2PL, and 2PC. A similar analysis
can be conducted for other extended protocols.

3.1

Performance Analysis

The parameters used in the performance analysis are described in Table 1. These parameters are tailored to determine whether data replication has accomplished its intended
purpose of reducing message traffic and improving transaction availability, response time,
and throughput.
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Performance Parameters
m, number of messages
c: number of clusters
SCi:

number of sites in cluster C i

dAB: distance between sites A and B

t r : time required for a read action
t w : time required for a write action
as: availability of site S
IT:

number of operations in a transaction T

A: locality of data
p: percentage of read operations in transaction

Table 1: Parameters for performance evaluation

Two-view Access Protocol
(1) Message traffic:

The standard ROWA protocol for a write operation w[x] in a transaction requires messages to be sent to all sites holding data replicas of x. The cost of this message traffic is
dependent on travel dlstance and the number of messages. The cost of a write operation in
the standard ROWA is
Lds"SI;
k

where Sh is the home site of the transaction and Sk is a site with a copy of x.
For the two-view access protocol, if the transaction arrives at home site Sh in home cluster
Ci with coordinator site D il the message cost in the first phase of update w(x) consists of
messages sent to the remote coordinator sites and messages sent from coordinators to the
primary sites:
dS,.D,

+ L( dD;D + dDiPi)
J

;
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where Dj is the coordinator site of a cluster Gj participating in the update and Pj is the
primary site of x in cluster Cj.
Since cluster formation is influenced by physical proximity, second-phase messages sent
within clusters involve relatively reduced costs, in terms of delay and reliability. The cost
in the second phase is

LI>DjS,
j

k

where dDjSk is the distance between the coordinator Dj and a site Sk which is in Gj and
has a copy of x.
Therefore, the total message-cost savings for a write operation w[z] is
LdshSk - {dShD;

+ L(dD;Dj + dDjPj + LdDiS",)},
j

k

k

IT n is the total number of replicas of x and nj is the number of replicas of x in cluster
Gj, then the savings is approximately:

(n -l)dshDi

+ E(n; -l)dD;Dj'

,

For a read operation r[x], only one copy of x is usually required. IT a re-read is needed
for a two-view update or global access, two values are involved. The standard algorithm
outperforms the two-view access protocol only in the unusual case of extremely overwhelming read operations for which some data cannot be found in the home cluster and updates
still exists in the system. In such instance, the two-view access protocol incurs additional
overhead by checking, deciding, and re-reading values from the primary copies. IT the number of write operations is overwhelming, it is best to avoid replication entirely. In reality,
however, read operations are by far the most common, and most data is stored at hand.
For most real applications, two-view access is thus the best choke.
The expected number of messages for a read operation is:

I.e

+ A, + (1- p)(I- A,) + (1- A, 31

(1- p)(I- 1.,))(1- (1- A,/T)

where A is the probability that x has a copy at the home site;

>'0 is the probability that x

has a copy in the home cluster but not at the home site; and Ar is the probability that x
has no copy in the home cluster; therefore,

>. + >'0 + Ar =

1. (1 - p)(l- Ar ) is the extra

re-read caused by an update. (1 - Ar - (1- p)(I- Ar))(l- (1- >'r)/T) is the additional
extra re-read that arises when x cannot be found in the home cluster.
(2) Response time
Transaction response time depends mainly on the number of update messages and the
distance between sites. For a read operation, response time depends on whether a local
or a remote copy is accessed and whether a re-read occurs. The response time of a write
operation is
M axtime( write actions on all participating sites).
With the 2PL two-view access algorithm, the estimated average response time for a
transaction Tis:

where Pc is the probability that a read operation must read values from remote sites, and

p, = 1.,+ (1- p)(I- I.,) + (1-1., - (1- p)(I- 1.,))(1- (1- ,,)'T ); p' is the rate of a
read-only transaction;

t~cmole

is the time required for a remote read action; and costoverhead

is the additional overhead incurred by checking all conditions and deciding whether the
primary data copy should be used. It is assumed that all actions in the transactions are
serially synchronized.
In Figure 8, the read percentage p was changed to reflect the response time, and t r = 0.15
msec,

t~emote

= 0.45 msec, t w = 0.52 fisec,

pr

= 0.9, and A = 0.9 were used.

The values of

t r , t w , t;emote are selected on the basis of the experiments conducted by Zhang [Zha94].
When the locality A was changed and AC = 0.8(1 - >.) was assumed, the response times
of different access protocols are as shown in Figure 9. It was assumed that 90% of all
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Figure 8: Response times as a function of changes in read operation percentage
transactions are read-only transactions and that 80% of all operations are reads in transactions with updates. When data are not distributed and transactions never access remote
data, then it is best to avoid data replication entirely. However, since transaction requests
usually come from scattered users and are not under the control of the system, high data
locality and improved response times can only be achieved by data distribution. Given the
assumption of a preponderance of read operations, very low data locality necessitates many
remote-site and primary-site reads, downgrading performance.

(3) Availability
System availability depends on the availability of components, data accessing algorithms,
and transaction access patterns. For example, the availability of a write operation depends
on the availability of all sites which are involved in the operation, including the home site,
all coordinator sites, all primary sites, and the links to these sites:
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Figure 10 illustrates the availability as a function of changes in the failure rates of component sites. It is assumed that 10% of all operations are write operations. To simplify
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the computation, it is also assumed that no link fallures occur and all sites have the same
failure rate.
Use of the two-view access protocol with back-up primary and coordinator sites shows a
significant improvement in availability, while having minimal impact on other performance
parameters. The method presented in [LPB95] is employed to calculate system availability
when backup sites are used. Figure 11 is the flow graph for this procedure. Figure 12 is the
case with 5 clusters. Details are presented in (LIU95] regarding the construction and use of
flow graphs to evaluate system availability.
primary sites
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Figure 11: Flow graph for two-view update with backup sites

(4) Thmughput

L
The two-view access protocol results in a significant increase in throughput since the
number of aborts and blocks is greatly reduced in comparison with the standard ROWA
protocol. Splitting of views also ensures a higher throughput than with the certification
access approach. Throughput rates depends heavily on the degree of execution concurrency
and on the probability of access conflicts arising in various transaction patterns, causing
transaction aborts or blocks. Throughput cannot be easily evaluated by analytic methods.
We can, however, assess the improvement in throughput with two-view access approach
through the following indications:
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• The system time required for each transaction is reduced. Use of the two-view access
protocol reduces the number of large messages transmitted, since the first update
phase involves only a small number of sites, a global update transaction resides only
barely in the system and consumes very few resources. Its sub transactions in each
cluster are independent, lightweight, and short. Such a transaction presents few blocks
to other transactions, and the system throughput is significantly increased .
• Fewer conflicts occur. Since each global transaction is viewed within each cluster as a
subtransaction and therefore of shorter duration, these short segments will cause fewer
conflicts with other transactions. The degree of concurrency and the throughput rate
are thus increased. The global transactions also have less conflicts on primary sites
for the same reason.
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Figure 13: Response times for the certification protocol
The certification protocol differs from two-view access protocol Ollly in its maintenance
of two data copies at primary sites. The degree of message traffic is unchanged and availability is affected only by the abort caused by the certification process. Response times
and throughput are increased vis-a-vis the two-view access protocol. Figures 13 and 14
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contrast the certification method with the two-view access protocol. Information provided
by certification method tends to be more up-to-date, as if new values are brought from
other sites and update subtransactions are enforced. Since read operations dominate in
both approaches, the results are quite comparable.
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3.2

Simulation Results

Simulations were conducted to evaluate the performance and reliability of the two-view
access algorithms in compaTison with conventional algorithms. The simulation setup consisted of 1200 sites divided into 30 clusters, with 40 sites in each cluster. Each data item is
distributed over 20 clusters and to 4 sites in each cluster. The sImulation involved 100 trials
with different sets of randomly-generated numbers. Each trIal Involved 1000 transactions.
The following algorithms and assumptions were used in the simulation:
• Read-one write-all update protocol for conventional algorithms;
• Two-phase commit protocol;
• Time stamp concurrency control;
• Transactions always have a read phase before a write phase, or no write phase;
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• LAN communication delays are a small fixed constant;
• WAN communication delays have a lognormal distribution.

3.2.1

Performance Simulation

Problem Statement:
System performance as affected by the communication performance of conventional access
algorithms and two-view access algorithms was investigated. This investigation revealed the
potential for improvement in transaction processing performance as a result of improvement
in communication speed.

Simulation Procedure and Results:
The communication delay has a lognormal distribution with p, varying from 20 to 70
milliseconds. The corresponding averages are approximately 36.60 to 121.8 milliseconds. It
is assumed that there are no communication failures in the simulation. The average length
of transactions is 10 milliseconds, and the ratio of read to write operation is 9. Figure 16
shows system response times as generated by the simulation.
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Observation:
The simulation results indlcate that transaction processing response times depend linearly
on the communication delay. From the communication experiments presented in [LCBZ95],
the remote communication delay between sites such as those at Purdue and Stanford could
be estimated at approximately 75 milliseconds for TCP. The corresponding respDnse time
Dfthe ROWA and two-view access algorithms are 1,500 and 1,100 milliseconds, respectively.
Fast next-generatiDn networks such as ATM can achieve better response times, although
these are liOOted by the speed of light, which is roughly 13 milliseconds for the given
distance. Therefore, improvements to future WANs can at best match the performance Df
a current MAN but cannDt reach the level of a LAN.
3.2.2

Availability Simulation

Problem Statement:
In the performance analysis, we estimated system availability on the basis Df the avail-

ability Df cDmpDnent sites. The effect of communication reliability on system availability
is investigated by this simulation. On the basis of the simulation results, communication
reliability requirements can he individually tailored tD meet specific system availability need.
Simulation Procedure and Results:
Figure 16 a) shows the availability of the system with the standard ROWA protocol and
two-view access protocol with the communication failure rates varying from 0.01% to 0.5%.
Figure 16 b) shows the results for the communication failure rates varying from 0.1% to

5%.
Observation:
As communication failure rates increase, transaction failure rates increase nonlinearly and
at a rate faster than linear growth. According to the communication experiments presented
in [LCBZ95], the failUIe rate of messages smaller than 1 Kbyte for UDP is between 2%
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Figure 16: Abort rates as a fundion of changes in failure rate
and 7% on the Internet WAN. Therefore, the failure rates of the transaction systems are
approximately 12% and 4% for smallest messages, or 80% and 40% for 1 Kbyte messages
under the standard protocol and the two-view access protocol, respedively. Unless messages
are very small, UDP results in very high failure rate. Therefore, UDP is not recommended
as the data transmission protocol on WAN for database applications except in for some rare
cases with very small messages and for which some degree of failure is tolerable.

4

Conclusion
When databases scale up in number of sites, a hierarchical cluster architecture should

be used for good performance and high availability. While many other cluster approaches
support only relaxed database consistency [GoI93, GL91, ODSl, SZ92], the advantage of
the multi-view and certification approaches presented in this paper is that high consistency,
high performance, and availability are all supported. The proposed protocols also provide
the adaptability and flexibility to meet different consistency, performance, and availability
goals. Users can select between slower but strictly consistent data access or faster access to
somewhat less current data as required.
The major contributions of this research are:
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• Multi-view access and certification access protocols were proposed. The user selects
the consistency requirement R, whlch can be strict, insular, relaxed, or no consistency,
and transactions can be scheduled to guarantee the R consistency. By default, insular
consistency is supported.
• The compatibility of a hierarchlcal data-replica architecture with a hierarchical sitecluster architecture provides flexibility, adaptability, and extensibility. Within this
framework, the multi-view access protocol can he widely applied to such areas as
federated database systems, mobile information systems, and data warehousing.
• The extension of the multi-view access protocol via back-up primary and coordinator
sites was discussed. A majority or quorum of original primary sites is required for
update operations to avoid inconsistency. The presence of backup sites can increase
system availability.
• The correctness of the methods was proved and extensions to and the relative merits
of the protocols were discussed.
• Analytical and simulation studies indicate that the proposed protocols achieve the
goals of good performance and higher consistency.
Research on database site scale-up is still in its infancy, and many issues are open for
investigation. Some directions for related future research are as follows:
• In reality, databases often scale up in all dimensions, including number of sites, dis-

tance, data structure, user base, autonomy, complexity, and size. Future research
needs to address all these problems as a whole, integrating the current consideration
of each on a separate basis.
• The scale-up in database systems necessitates a scale-up in local autonomy. The
commitment mechanisms must adjust to this site autonomy.
• Beyond data replication, replication of processing poses a problem for site scale-up.
• Efficient algorithms are needed to determine where data should be replicated.
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• The development of a prototype distributed database system scaled in number of sites
for experimental use presents a significant challenges. This may be must effective
approached through emulation [ZB93] .
• As the number of sites increases, security of data access becomes more problemmatical.
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